taker's knowledge based on a previously studied curriculum) for international teachers of English as a foreign language. The eight item types included in this study ranged from very predictable (e.g., read aloud) to moderately predictable (e.g., produce a sentence using some keywords). The correlation coefficients between machine and human scores ranged from .3 to .7 by item type, and there was no consistent pattern of difference between low-and medium-entropy items. They also reported the word error rate (WER) for the speech recognizer: WER was lower for predictable items (around 10%) than for moderately predictable items (30-35%).
Finally, Evanini, Heilman, Wang, and Blanchard (2015) reported on applying existing automated speech scoring technology to the three item types of the speaking section of the TOEFL Junior ® test's comprehensive assessment, targeting students in the range of about 11-17 years of age. Item types comprise both predictable (read aloud) and more openended speech (e.g., picture narration). The system performance ranged from .6 to .7 for machine-human score correlation coefficients for the three item types examined in the study. Although these three studies differ in terms of item type, test products, and test-taker populations, their results show some similarities: In both Zechner et al. (2014) and Evanini et al. (2015) , the WER of the speech recognizer was lower for predictable items than for moderately predictable items, as one may also expect from general work on speech recognition. Furthermore, in both Cheng et al. (2014) and Zechner et al. (2014) , sentencerepeat items appeared to be particularly challenging to score automatically, potentially because of short response duration.
In this research report, we further explore differences between item types when using automated speech scoring technology for non-native adult speech in the context of spoken English proficiency assessment. All of the main components of the SpeechRater SM automated scoring engine (Higgins, Xi, Zechner, & Williamson, 2011; Zechner et al., 2009 ) from the Educational Testing Service (ETS) were adapted and modified to score 32 items encompassing 7 item types selected to target the evaluation of non-native speakers of English with low speaking proficiency (corresponding to A1-B2 bands within the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages [CEFR] ). Language models (LMs) by the ASR system were adapted for each item type; filtering models to identify several categories of nonscorable responses were developed; and scoring models were built for each item type using a hybrid approach involving automated feature selection with a shrinkage method and expert review. Table 1 lists the seven item types investigated in this study along with the number of items per item type, response complexity (i.e., entropy level), and the allocated response time for the test taker. In this report, we distinguish between low-and medium-entropy items. For low-entropy items, the correct response is entirely predictable. These are read-aloud (RA) and sentence-repeat (SR) items, which require the test taker to either read aloud the printed prompt or to repeat the recorded prompt. For medium-entropy items, we may expect the test taker to use particular words or phrases, but we cannot predict the test taker's response in advance. Specifically, for the medium-entropy agenda items (AG12 [agenda item/short] and AG3 [agenda item/long]), the test takers were asked to read a printed agenda and answer several questions based on this agenda. The first two questions (both AG12) required a relatively short response, whereas the last question (AG3) was more open ended and prompted the test taker to provide a longer and more elaborate response. The market survey (MS) item asked test takers to respond to a question (e.g., what considerations are important when buying a particular product?). Finally, for the picture description (PD) item, test takers were asked to give a detailed description of a picture. Note that the responses to the last two item types (MS and PD) are likely to be less predictable than the responses to agenda items, for which test takers are provided with printed materials. Therefore, these two items are classified as medium-high entropy. The remaining sections of this report are organized as follows: we first describe the data used for this study; we then proceed to describe the language model adaptation work and related results, the details on the filtering models we developed for identifying nonscorable responses, and the item type-specific scoring models. The report concludes with the presentation of the performance of the whole system and a discussion of the findings.
Data
The data used in this study were drawn from several administrations of a global language proficiency assessment of English for workforce purposes, which included the preceding item types.
The main corpus used to evaluate and compare the model performance for different item types (referred to as the evaluation set) consisted of responses from 2,090 speakers collected as part of a pilot study. There were two test forms, with each form consisting of four SR, two RA, two PD, two MS, two AG12, and two AG3 items. Each speaker responded to one of the two forms. The speakers came from 13 different countries in Asia and South America, representing a variety of native languages.
The training data for different components of the automated scoring engine were drawn from the responses to the same items collected during previously administered operational and pilot language assessments. Such a combination of training and evaluation data mimics a hypothetical scenario where an existing database of responses is used to train the models for a new assessment consisting of similar items. However, it also leads to a mismatch between training and evaluation data because the two datasets are collected under different conditions. We will return to this issue later in the report. For the same reason, because the size of the training dataset is limited by the availability of existing data, contrary to what is common in many machine learning studies, the size of the evaluation set exceeds the size of the training set for some of the item types.
All responses in the training data were transcribed by professional transcribers and divided into several different subsets for system development, including training, development, and evaluation sets to tune the ASR as well as the training and development sets for building the filtering and scoring models. Table 2 lists the number of responses in different partitions across different item types. Note that the training data included in this table only include the responses to the items included in the evaluation set. For the ASR engine and filtering models, these datasets were supplemented with responses drawn from different assessments, as explained in the corresponding sections.
All responses were scored by at least one human rater, with every response in the evaluation set scored by two raters. Medium-and medium-high-entropy items (AG12, AG3, PD, and MS) were scored on a scale of integers 0-3. Lowentropy items (RA and SR) were assigned two scores, one for pronunciation and another for intonation, both on a scale of integers 0-3. In this report, the two scores were summed to obtain a single rating for each low-entropy item.
Automatic Speech Recognition
The first step in automated scoring is the transcription of spoken responses. The ASR system located at the front end of SpeechRater is an important component that impacts the performance of the whole system. Note. Both training and evaluation sets contain responses to the same set of items. AG12 = agenda/short; AG3 = agenda/long; ASR = automatic speech recognition; MS = market survey; PD = picture description; RA = read aloud; SR = sentence repeat. Note. AG12 = agenda/short; AG3 = agenda/long; MS = market survey; PD = picture description; RA = read aloud; SR = sentence repeat.
An ASR system generally includes three configurable sources of information: the acoustic model, the language model, and the lexicon. The acoustic model (AM) is a statistical representation of knowledge about acoustics, phonetics, gender, speaker dialect differences, and so on. The LM incorporates knowledge of possible word sequence, semantics, and grammatical variation. The dictionary maps pronunciation units, such as phones from which the AM is constructed, to the words presented in the LM.
The speaker-independent AM for this study was trained using an external dataset not included in Table 2 . This dataset contained approximately 800 hours of unscripted (spontaneous) responses to several administrations of an international language assessment, which used different types of items than the ones considered in this study. These responses were collected from non-native English test takers with diverse L1s and, therefore, can be seen as a generic database of nonnative English speech.
To overcome the limited amount of data available for training the LMs and to obtain the best ASR performance, the language models were initially trained using the human transcriptions of the same generic data used for training the AMs. These LMs were then adapted to each item type considered in this study using three different sets of adaptation data: item prompt (low-entropy items only), transcribed responses to each item, and ASR hypotheses for these responses (the "training" partition of the "adaptation data for ASR" in Table 2 ). The ASR hypotheses used for adaptation were generated using the AM and LM trained on the original 800 hours of generic non-native speech. These different setups allowed us to explore several operational scenarios. Although in an ideal situation, human transcriptions may be available to fine-tune the ASR to new data, financial or other considerations may make collecting such transcriptions impractical. In this case, item prompts and/or ASR transcription of the responses might be used as a substitute for human transcriptions.
To further optimize ASR performance, two parameters, LM interpolation weight (lambda) and the decoder word rejection weight (rejection), were tuned using the ASR development partition. The lambda parameter determines the relative effect between broader contexts and more domain-specific contexts in LM, whereas the rejection weight sets the threshold for rejecting or accepting the ASR hypothesis for each word. The ranges of these two parameters varied between .6 and .9, with an increment of .1 for lambda and between −30 and 0 with an increment of 5 for the rejection threshold. The optimal parameter values for all item types are shown in Table 3 .
The ASR performance was measured as WER on the ASR evaluation dataset. The WER for each item type using the optimal parameters are shown in Table 4 . The model without any adaptation provides the lower bound for the ASR performance with the out-of-domain language model.
As can be seen from Table 4 , all adaptation strategies lead to a substantial reduction in WER in comparison to the generic model. The adaptation based on human transcriptions leads to the lowest WER, and therefore, this method and its respective parameters (listed in Table 3 ) were used in the final ASR configuration. The hypothesis produced by the Note. Values are in percentages. AG12 = agenda/short; AG3 = agenda/long; MS = market survey; PD = picture description; RA = read aloud; SR = sentence repeat. Note. AG12 = agenda/short; AG3 = agenda/long; MS = market survey; PD = picture description; RA = read aloud; SR = sentence repeat.
ASR system was then used along with the audio signal to compute 107 SpeechRater features covering various aspects of language proficiency as well as audio quality of the responses in this study. These features were then used to train the filtering and scoring models described in the following sections.
Filtering Models
Some spoken responses in English proficiency assessments tend to have suboptimal characteristics, which present serious challenges for automated speech scoring. In general, these problematic responses can be classified into two groups: responses with technical difficulty (hereinafter TD responses) and responses with a human score of 0 (hereinafter 0 responses). Typical TD responses are responses with severe audio problems that obscure the content of the responses and/or distort the spectral characteristics (e.g., responses with high noise levels). Responses in the 0 score group contain suboptimal characteristics from uncooperative test takers. Typical response types in this group include empty responses (no-speech response), responses in speakers' native languages (non-English response), and responses not related to the content of the prompt (off-topic response). Table 5 summarizes the proportion of TD and 0 responses in our data as assigned by the first human rater. As can be seen from the table, the proportion of TD responses remained relatively consistent across different item types and averaged at 3.45%. On the contrary, the proportion of score 0 responses varied largely across item types, ranging from 3.1% to 13.3%, with more than 10% of the SR, AG12, and AG3 responses receiving a 0 score.
The automated scores for these problematic responses are likely to be erroneous, and the inclusion of these responses in the automated scoring model building process could reduce the validity of the automated scores (Zhang, Chen, & Ruan, 2015) . To address this problem, SpeechRater uses a filtering model as a prescreening mechanism to identify problematic responses. The filtering models developed in this study classify responses into three classes: TD, 0, and scorable. The idea is that under the operational conditions where individual item scores are aggregated to provide a total score for each speaker, the responses classified as belonging to the TD group can be automatically filtered out and excluded from the speaker-level score aggregation. Responses classified as the 0 group would be assigned a score of 0 and can be used for the speaker-level score aggregation. Finally, the responses considered scorable are assigned a numeric score based on the scoring model and can be used for the speaker-level score aggregation.
Filtering models in this study were developed based on a subset of SpeechRater features. A total of 45 features were initially selected, which can be grouped into "basic features," "acoustic features," and "ASR features." These features were designed to monitor the audio recording and speech recognition-based automated transcription generation processes:
• Basic features (22 features): features related to basic information about the spoken response (e.g., the number of words, duration of speech segment, and frequency and duration of pauses based on speech recognition output) • Acoustic features (16 features): features (e.g., the mean and standard deviation of energy and pitch) related to energy, pitch, and spectral characteristics of the audio signal • ASR features (seven features): features derived from the automated speech recognition system to monitor the performance of the speech recognizer (e.g., normalized confidence score that is a self-diagnostic score of the speech recognizer's performance) Note. Precision, recall, and f -scores were averaged over the three categories TD, 0, and scorable. AG12 = agenda/short; AG3 = agenda/long; MS = market survey; PD = picture description; RA = read aloud; SR = sentence repeat.
These three groups of features were used for a three-class classification using a decision tree model based on the J48 algorithm (WEKA [Frank, Hall, & Witten, 2016 ] implementation of C4.5). One generic model was trained using a combined sample from different item types. To overcome the data sparseness issue due to the low proportion of TD responses, we extracted 800 TD responses from the operational administrations of a different international language assessment and added these to the model training partition described in Table 2 to bring the total share of TD responses to 5%.
The filtering system was evaluated using the scoring model evaluation partition. Table 6 provides the performance of the filtering model for each item type.
The accuracy of the filtering system was 94%, and there was a relative 50% error reduction (from 12% to 6%) compared to a simple majority class-based system where all responses were classified as scorable responses. The accuracy of the filtering model was comparable across the six item types, ranging from 93% to 96%.
In addition to the accuracy, we calculated the average precision, recall, and f -score across the three classes. The system overall achieved a good performance; the f -scores of all item types were over .70, and the average was .76. Compared to the accuracy, there were larger variations across different item types, particularly for recall and f -score. The item type with the lowest f -score was RA (.71). The low performance of the filtering model for RA items might have resulted from the sparseness of the 0 responses; that is, the proportion of 0 responses for this item type was substantially lower than other item types.
Scoring Models
The final step in training the automated scoring system is to build a scoring model for scorable responses that maps the feature values to the final scores. In this study, separate scoring models were built for each item type to maximize the construct coverage and model performance for each item type.
Following the standard procedure for building scoring models, the feature values were first transformed to ensure that their distribution was close to normal and were standardized using z-scores. For features wherein the raw values were expected to be negatively correlated with human scores, the values were multiplied by −1 to ensure that all expected human-feature correlations are positive. Finally, the scoring models were built using the subset of responses in the training set that received numeric nonzero human scores and had no missing feature values.
For each item type, we used a hybrid approach described in Loukina, Zechner, Chen, and Heilman (2015) to identify an optimal feature set that would satisfy certain requirements of the scoring model. In this approach, an expert in automated speech scoring first identifies a subset of features that might be appropriate for a particular item type. As the next step, penalized Lasso regression is used to select the subset of features that yields an optimal balance between the model performance and the total number of features in the model. Finally, an expert in speaking evaluation reviews the model and makes adjustments, if necessary, to ensure proper construct coverage.
The resulting scoring models consisted of 8-16 features, depending on the item type. The coefficients for each feature were estimated using ordinary least squares linear regression on the training set.
The following sections show the construct coverage and performance for each of the six item types discussed in this report. Note. AG12 = agenda/short; AG3 = agenda/long; MS = market survey; PD = picture description; RA = read aloud; SR = sentence repeat.
Model Construct Coverage
The content coverage of the scoring models was different for medium-and low-entropy items. Table 7 summarizes the construct coverage for each item type. All SpeechRater features used in scoring models are shown in Appendix A.
Low-Entropy Items
For low-entropy items (RA and SR), the scoring models included features representing two constructs: delivery and content accuracy. Delivery features different evaluated aspects of pronunciation and fluency, such as the number of disfluencies, overall pronunciation accuracy, stress patterns, and intonation. Because for both SR and RA items, the correct response is expected to fully match the prompt, the two content accuracy features, cwpm and lowentwer, measured how much the submitted response deviated from the prompt.
Medium-and Medium-High-Entropy Items
For medium-and medium-high-entropy items (PD, MS, AG12, and AG3), the scoring models covered three main constructs: delivery, language use, and content accuracy. Of these three constructs, the features representing the delivery construct were common to both low-and medium-entropy items. Although the models for low-entropy features also covered content accuracy, the approach to evaluating this construct was different for medium-entropy items. Because, by definition, no single correct reference response could be used to evaluate the content coverage, the test responses were instead compared to a large corpus of reference responses to each item using BLEU score (Papineni, Roukos, Ward, & Zhu, 2002; Zechner & Wang, 2013) . This metric evaluates how many words in each response also occurred in the reference responses. Finally, language use features covered aspects of language proficiency, like grammar and vocabulary.
Scoring Model Performance
The scoring model was evaluated on the responses from the evaluation set that received numeric nonzero human scores and SpeechRater scores. We compared the interhuman agreements with the human-machine agreements for each item type. The results are given in Tables 8 and 9 . Of note is that the results in the tables are aggregated results across items of the same item type. Model performance on individual items is provided in Appendix B for interhuman agreement and Appendix C for the corresponding machine-human agreement.
In general, human-human agreement was comparable to what has been reported for other assessments of spoken language proficiency. For example, in Loukina et al. (2015) , human-human agreement for high-entropy items was .62 at the item level, whereas in Zechner et al. (2014) , the human-human agreement varied between .51 and .83 for lowentropy items and between .67 and .80 for medium-entropy items. In this study, we found that the interhuman agreement was higher for the AG12, AG3, and SR items, with correlation coefficients and quadratically weighted kappa values greater than .70. The human raters also achieved a reasonable level of exact agreement (i.e., exact percentage agreement was 76.7% and 80.8% for AG12 and AG3, respectively, on a score scale of 1-3 and 50.5% for SR on a score scale of 1-6). In contrast, human raters did not agree with one another well for grading responses in the remaining three item types, particularly PD. The human-human correlation coefficient and quadratically weighted kappa were only .60 for PD, and the exact percentage agreement was only 66.5%, suggesting that more than 30% of pairs of human ratings differed by 2 points on Note. Adj % Agree= 1-point adjacent percentage agreement; % Agree = exact percentage agreement; AG12 = agenda/short; AG3 = agenda/long; H1 and H2 = human raters; K = unweighted kappa; MS = market survey; PD = picture description; QWK = quadratically weighted kappa; R = Pearson correlation coefficient; RA = read aloud; SMD = standardized mean score difference; SR = sentence repeat. Note. Adj %Agree= 1-point adjacent percentage agreement; %Agree = exact percentage agreement; AG12 = agenda/short; AG3 = agenda/long; H1 and H2 = human raters; K = unweighted kappa; MS = market survey; PD = picture description; QWK = quadratically weighted kappa; R = Pearson correlation coefficient; RA = read aloud; SMD = standardized mean score difference; SpR = SpeechRater; SR = sentence repeat. a 1-3 scale. On the basis of this sample, these item types with low human-human agreements were easier items for test takers. For example, the average Human1 score for MS items was 2.19 on the 3-point scale, which might have led to a ceiling effect incurring low interhuman agreements. The automated scoring models appeared to perform somewhat better for low-entropy items-that is, the RA and SR items-as well as for the medium-entropy PD item. For these items, the correlations between the predicted and observed human scores were comparable to the correlations between two human raters. However, for some low-entropy items, the automated scoring models appeared to have introduced potential biases in the scoring process. For example, the automated scoring models awarded higher scores than human raters did in scoring the PD and RA items. The standardized mean score difference (SMD) values for these two items were .22 and .23, respectively, considerably larger than the conventionally acceptable range for this index (i.e., .15; Williamson, Xi, & Breyer, 2012) . For the other four item types, the SMD values were within the recommended ranges. We also note that the model performance varied across individual items for all item types (shown in Appendix D). The agreement was generally lower for medium-entropy items, with a particularly low performance for MS. For this item type, the correlation between the predicted and observed scores was consistently below .5 for all prompts.
Performance of the Complete Automated Scoring System
Finally, we evaluated the performance of the complete SpeechRater scoring system, which combined both the automatic filtering model and the automatic scoring model. For this evaluation, all responses that were classified as TD or 0 by the filtering model were automatically assigned TD or 0 correspondingly. In addition to responses classified as TD by the filtering model, there were also responses that were classified as scorable but for which some of the SpeechRater features Note. See Table 5 for values for human raters. Values are in percentages. AG12 = agenda/short; AG3 = agenda/long; FM = filtering model; MS = market survey; PD = picture description; RA = read aloud; SR = sentence repeat.
could not be computed. These missing feature cases were primarily due to either a very short ASR hypothesis, which made it impossible to compute such features as a relative percentage of stressed syllables, or low recording quality, which resulted in pitch extraction failure. For these kinds of responses, the automated scoring model can only use a subset of the full feature set, and therefore, the resulting automated scores are not valid. Thus, we classified them as TD as well. We only used the scoring model to compute scores for all responses that have been classified as scorable by the filtering model and had no missing feature values. The procedure used to combine scoring and filtering models is summarized in Table 10 . Table 11 shows the distribution of the responses in each category for different item types. Although the percentage of responses classified as TD was similar across different item types, there was a notable variation in the percentage of responses where the feature extraction could not be completed. This number was particularly high for SR items where 3.5% of all responses had non-numeric features.
We then performed the final evaluation using all responses that received numeric scores (including zero scores) from both SpeechRater and the first human rater. It should be noted that the inclusion of responses with zero scores in our analyses naturally led to an increment of the score scale for each item along with a slightly greater sample size. The aggregated results on the item type level are shown in Tables 12 and 13, and the corresponding item level results are given in Appendices D and E.
The results are rather similar to what we found using only responses with numeric nonzero scores. That is, the human-machine agreement was the highest for the two low-entropy items and PD item.
Discussion
In this report, we have reviewed the performance of different components of an automatic speech scoring system for different low-to medium-entropy item types. The performance of different components of the system is summarized in Table 14 .
The table shows that, unsurprisingly, the complete automated scoring system generally performed better for lowentropy items and best for RA items, which had the lowest ASR WER. The correlation between system scores and human scores for these items was the same as for two human raters. In agreement with what has been reported in previous studies (Cheng et al., 2014; Zechner et al., 2014) , the performance was worse for the other low-entropy item, SR, which yielded a higher WER and a small degradation between system performance versus two human raters. As in previous studies, in this corpus, SR items were also the shortest items-which may partially explain the low system performance. Note Adj%Agree = 1-point adjacent percentage agreement; %Agree = exact percentage agreement; AG12 = agenda/short; AG3 = agenda/long; H1 and H2 = human raters; K = unweighted kappa; MS = market survey; PD = picture description; QWK = quadratically weighted kappa; r = Pearson correlation coefficient; RA = read aloud; SMD = standardized mean score difference; SR = sentence repeat. Note. Adj % Agree= 1-point adjacent percentage agreement; % Agree = exact percentage agreement; AG12 = agenda/short; AG3 = agenda/long; H1 and H2 = human raters; K = unweighted kappa; MS = market survey; PD = picture description; QWK = quadratically weighted kappa; r = Pearson correlation coefficient; RA = read aloud; SMD = standardized mean score difference; SpR = SpeechRater; SR = sentence repeat. Note. AG12 = agenda/short; AG3 = agenda/long; MS = market survey; PD = picture description; RA = read aloud; SR = sentence repeat; WER = word error rate.
For the medium-high-entropy items, PD items showed the best performance, with the correlation between system scores and human scores exceeding the correlation between two human raters. For other medium-entropy items, the overall performance showed degradation in comparison to human scores. The moderate system performance was partially due to the mismatch between the training and evaluation data discussed earlier. Appendix F shows the system performance evaluated on a dataset that was collected together with the data used for training the model and matched these data in terms of test-taker population and experimental conditions. The correlation coefficient between the system scores and human scores approaches .7 for most item types, and the standardized mean differences are generally under the recommended threshold of .15. At the same time, we see similar patterns of performance for different item types. In both cases, the performance was the lowest for MS and AG12 items. There was a notable difference in AG3 items, which showed good performance when the model was trained on matching data but a somewhat lower performance for mismatching data. In general, our results once again show that matching the training data and the data expected from a new assessment by item type results in the moderate performance of the models. The performance can be improved by matching the data not only in terms of item type but also in terms of test-taker population and data collection method.
We also considered the performance of each component of the speech scoring engine. Although the performance of the scoring model across different item types closely mirrored the performance of the complete system, the same cannot be said about all system components. Thus, the item type had little effect on the performance of the filtering models wherein the f -score remained relatively constant. While ASR performance was generally better for low-entropy items, there also was a striking difference between the two types of such items-with the WER for SR being four times higher than the WER for RA. Therefore, when selecting the most suitable items for automated scoring, the performance of each component should be considered independently, taking into account the nature of the assessment and the role of the automated scoring system in determining the final score.
Another important consideration is the number of nonscorable responses to each item type. The percentage was generally the lowest for RA and PD items (7-8%), which were also the items associated with the highest performance of the scoring model. We found that the items with very short response times (10-15 s), such as SR and AG12, also had a very high percentage of nonscorable responses (18%)-including a higher percentage of responses with feature extraction failure (approximately 3%). This, along with low scoring model performance for at least some short-response items observed in both this and previous studies, suggests that short items should probably be avoided when designing assessments that are expected to be scored using an automated scoring engine.
Finally, although in this study, we used human transcriptions to adapt the LMs to these particular items, we found that in the absence of such transcriptions, ASR hypotheses of the responses in combination with prompt information (when available) may also be used to improve performance in comparison to the generic model.
Conclusion
In this report, we have compared the performance of different components of the automatic speech scoring engine on several item types. We found that the agreement between final system scores and human scores was the highest for lowentropy items, but low-entropy items with short response times also showed lower ASR performance and yielded a high percentage of nonscorable responses. A similar trend was observed for medium-entropy items with short response times. Finally, we showed that the effect of item type varies across the system components. Therefore, when selecting the items for automated scoring, it is important to consider how each individual system component affects the reliability and validity of the final score and which components should be given priority given the nature of a particular assessment. 
